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NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS BELOW 
Plaintiff brought suit for slander of title to property 
which defendant claimed was the subject of an oral partnership 
agreement and for which defendant counterclaimed for an accounting. 
Defendant appeals from a Summary Judgment. 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH 
BRICKYARD OFFICE ASSOCIATES, 
a Utah Limited Partnership, 
Plaintiff and Respondent, 
vs . 
DEAN A MACKINTOSH, 
Defendant and Appellant. 
Case No. 87039-CA 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTION 
This appeal is authorized by U.C.A. 78-2-2(3)(i), and 
was transferred to the Court of Appeals by the Supreme Court 
under 78-2-2(4). 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
The issues presented for review are: 
1. Whether summary Judgment was error in view of issues 
raised below. 
2. Whether the recording of a "Notice of Interest" by 
the defendant describing land which was the subject of an oral 
agreement among the defendant and the principals who owned the 
land and stating that the interest "arises by and through an agree-
ment entered into between the undersigned (defendant) and the 
owners of said parcel" constitutes slander of title of the plaintiff 
limited partnership created by the same principals and by their 
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action transferred the land to the plaintiff. 
3. Whether the Statue of Frauds precludes the creation 
of an interest in the defendant to real property which was the 
subject of an oral agreement for a joint venture or partnership 
among the defendant and Machan and Hampshire who owned and 
controlled the land in various entities created by Machan and 
Hampshire. 
4. Whether an unsigned memorandum in the handwriting 
of Machan and Hampshire listing some nine items relating to joint 
ventures among the parties, several of which were performed and 
accompanied by signatures should be construed as part performance 
or memoranda to be construed together satisfying the Statute of 
Frauds even if the latter were applicable. 
5. Whether plaintiff acquired title other than as a 
bona fide purchaser, and as such takes subject to the interests 
created by the predecessors. 
6. Whether plaintiff having received the benefit of a 
loan of $5,500,000.00 arranged by and unconditionally guaranteed 
by defendant with full and actual knowledge of the plaintiff, is 
estopped to deny the defendant's claimed interest. 
7. Whether the trial court erred in ruling upon 
plaintiff's motion for partial summary judgment where a previous 
trial judge had denied the same motion. 
STATUTES AND RULES CONSIDERED 
"25-5-3. Every contract for the leasing for a longer 
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period than one year, or for the sale, of any lands, or 
any interest in lands, shall be void unless the contract, or 
some note or memorandum thereof, is in writing subscribed by 
party by whom the lease or sale is to be made, or by his 
lawful agent thereunto authorized in writing." 
"48~l-4. In determining whether a partnership exists these 
rules shall apply: 
(4) The receipt by a person of a share of profits of a 
business is prima facie evidence that he is a partner in the 
business,..." 
"48-1-5...Unless the contrary intention appears, property 
acquired with partnership funds is partnership property." 
"48-1-9. Notice to any partner of any matter relating to 
partnership affairs, and the knowledge of the partner acting 
in the particular matter, acquired while a partner or then 
present to his mind, and the knowledge of any other partner 
who reasonably could and should have communicated it to the 
acting partner, operates as notice to or knowledge of the 
partnership, except in the case of a fraud on the partner-
ship committed by or with the consent of that partner." 
"48-1-23. A partner's interest in the partnership is his 
share of the profits and surplus, and the same is personal 
property." 
"48-1-21. The property rights of a partner are (1) his 
rights in specific partnership property, (2) his interest in 
the partnership and (3) his right to participate in the 
management." 
"48-1-22. (1) A partner is co-owner with his partners of 
specific partnership property holding as a tenant in partner-
ship." 
"78-7-19. If an application for an order, made to a judge 
of a court in which the action or proceeding is pending, is 
refused in whole or in part, or is granted conditionally, no 
subsequent application for the same order can be made to any 
other judge, except of a higher court; but nothing in this 
section applies to motions refused for any informality in 
the papers or proceeding necessary to obtain the order, or 
to motions refused with liberty to renew the same. 
Rule 17(d). Associates May be Sued by Common Name. When two 
or more persons associated in any business either as a 
joint-stock company, a partnership or other association, not 
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a corporation transact such business under a common name, 
whether it comprises the names of such associates or not, 
they may be sued by such common name; and any judgment 
obtained against the defendant in such case shall bind the 
joint property of all the associates in the same manner as 
if all had been named defendants and had been sued upon 
their joint liability. 
Rule 19(a). Necessary Joinder. Subject to the provisions 
of Rule 23 and of subdivision (b) of the Rule, persons having 
a joint interest shall be made parties and be joined on the 
same side as plaintiffs or defendants. When a person who 
should join as a plaintiff refuses to do so, or his consent 
cannot be obtained, he may be made a defendant or, in 
proper cases , an involuntary plaintiff. (before amendment). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
Plaintiff brought suit to quiet title to a tract of land 
referred to as Brickyard Property and for damages claimed for 
slander of title thereto by reason of the defendant's having filed 
for record a "Notice of Interest" in the described tract stating 
"Said interest arises by and through an agreement entered into by 
and between the undersigned and the owners of said parcel." No 
further description of the claimed interest was included. 
Defendant counterclaimed alleging an agreement made 
with Machan and Hampshire who were officers, and essentially the 
only stockholders in the corporation in whom title was vested 
at the time of the agreement, to the effect that if he arranged 
financing for improvements to be made on the Brickyard Property 
he would receive ten percent of the equity therein. 
Plaintiff admitted in its reply that in January 1982, 
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the Brickyard was owned by an entity in which John R. Hampshire 
and Gary L. Machan were principals and that the plaintiff acquired 
its interest in the tract through activities and arrangements of 
Machan and Hampshire. Plaintiff further alleged that any agree-
ment with the defendant was barred by "the applicable statute of 
frauds" without further citation. (R16). 
Depositions of defendant, Machan and Hampshire were 
taken. Plaintiff filed a motion for partial summary judgment with 
Judge Dee to quiet title to the tract (R44). Memoranda were filed 
by the parties, argument was presented to the Court who ruled 
after taking the matter under advisement denying the motion (R123). 
Defendant moved the court for leave to make Machan and Hampshire 
parties to the action, wherein the Court considered the memoranda 
and argument of the parties and the court signed the order 
prepared by plaintiff which recited that defendant's motion failed 
to comply with Rule 14, 19, 20 or 22 URCP and the motion was 
denied, but no mention was made of Rule 17(d), (R223), authorizing 
suit against associates in a common name. Plaintiff again 
moved for partial summary before Judge Dee to declare that defendant 
had no cause of action against plaintiff nor did he have any 
interest in the Brickyard Property (R 229), both parties again 
supplying affidavits, memoranda and arguments, and the court again 
denied the motion (R368). Judge Dee retired (R372), and the case 
was assigned to Judge Frank Noel (R373). 
Plaintiff again moved for partial summary judgment 
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before Judge Noel for essentially the same reasons previously 
advanced before Judge Dee. The parties again supplied memoranda 
and argument and the Court notified the parties that it granted 
plaintiff's motion (R450), whereupon plaintiff supplied an 
extensive proposed order and judgment (R454) to which defendant 
objected (R451), but the same was signed by the Court (R459). 
The order recited that the defendant has no counterclaim against 
the plaintiff and is dismissed; that defendant had no right, 
title or interest in the property and his "Notice of Interest" 
was void; that the alleged oral agreement with Machan and 
Hampshire is not a defense to plaintiff's slander of title claims 
but the defendant is not barred from raising other defenses to 
the claim of slander of title; and that this constitutes a final, 
appealable order. Defendant initiated this appeal and the Court 
stayed further proceedings below pending decision on appeal. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The affidavit of Dean A. Mackintosh, defendant, dated 
1-30-84, filed in opposition to a motion for partial summary 
judgment (R108) recites that the allegations of his Answer and 
Counterclaim are true and attached to his affidavit an Exhibit 4 
to his deposition which is a memorandum of understanding between 
Mackintosh, Hampshire and Machan, which memorandum he states was 
followed and performed as written except for the Brickyard 
property and Silver Cliff (which never materialized). A subsequent 
affidavit of Mackintosh dated 11-5-86, reaffirmed his previous 
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affidavit and attached Exhibit E-4 which he stated was the subject 
of discussions in the depositions of Machan and Hampshire, 9-25-84, 
and that E-4 was in the handwriting of Hampshire with some notations 
thereon by Machan and was prepared in January 1982, when Machan 
and Hampshire owned and/or controlled all of the stock in Machan 
Hampshire Properties, Inc. which Machan stated under oath was an 
affiliated company with numerous partnerships, including M H 
Properties, M H P Properties, Deseret Pecos, Park City Art 
Company, Uintah Plaza, Vantage Point Ltd., Brickyard Associates, 
Richfield Palza Associates and two or three others, all of which 
were still in existence except Park Sahara Company. The balance 
of Mackintosh's affidavit is set forth as filed (R324-325) and 
quoted as follows: 
"Said Exhibit E-4 refers to several projects in which Machan 
and Hampshire were associated as principals and in which 
Mackintosh received the designated percentage interest 
except his 10% interest in the Brickyard property which is 
the subject of this action and the 1% interest in "Silver 
Cliff" which never materialized. A summary of the pertinent 
title transfers is as follows: 
The Brickyard Associates, a partnership of Machan and 
Hampshire obtained title from Gibbons & Reed and the 
conveyances thereafter were: 
Date Grantee Recorded 
08-19-81 Machan Hampshire Properties, Inc. 08-27-81 
09-22-82 M. H. Properties, a Utah Partnership 09-24-82 
04-06-82 John R. Hampshire Family Limited 04-13-83 
Partnership 
04-06-82 Gary L. Machan 04-13-83 
09-23-82 The Brickyard Office Associates 09-28-83 
10-03-83 Utah Title and Abstract 10-26-83 
12-30-83 Brickyard Office Associates, Plaintiff 12-30-83 
3. The course of dealing with respect to the projects 
listed in E-4 was that upon completion of the project or 
the successful launching thereof, Mackintosh would receive 
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his interest in the form of cash, stock in a corporate 
entity acquiring same, limited partnership interest or interest 
as general partner as were finalized by negotiation and 
consultation with counsel in formalizing the continuation of 
the relationship or the purchase thereof. 
4. Pursuant to the agreement in January 1982, with 
Machan and Hampshire, Mackintosh fully performed his part of 
the agreement relating to the Subject Property and on or about 
September 17, 1982, completed a construction financing 
arrangement for $5,500,000.00 as more fully explained in 
the counterclaim of Mackintosh on file herein. Mackintosh 
was given the responsibility of finalizing the $5,500,000.00 
financing with Rainier Mortgage Company of Seattle, Washington, 
which was finalized by note dated September 17, 1982, 
(Exhibit 5 attached) signed by Gary L. Machan, partner and 
John R. Hampshire, partner for "M H Properties, a Utah General 
Partnership". As a specific condition to granting the loan, 
Rainier required Mackintosh to execute and deliver his 
"Unconditional Guaranty" as per Exhibit 7, attached, which 
has never been released by Rainier. Mackintosh learned for 
the first time on September 25, 1984, that Machan and Hampshire 
claimed to have sent him an "Indemnity Agreement" dated 
April 12, 1983, marked Exhibit 9 and attached hereto. Affiant 
had never before seen or heard of said Exhibit 9, and it was 
never delivered to Rainier. The said Exhibit 9 is signed by 
Machan and Hampshire and states in part that Mackintosh 
"is no longer participating in the partnership activities 
of various partnerships owned by Gary L. Machan, John R. 
Hampshire...". Mackintosh is informed and believes that the 
plaintiff acting through its partners, Machan and Hampshire 
have recently sold the said property to a third unrelated 
entity from which proceeds the Rainier Mortgage was satisfied, 
and in such event, Mackintosh is entitled to an accounting 
of the sale and payment of the determined cash value of 
his 10% interest together with a legal rate of interest on 
all sums due Mackintosh from the date payments were received 
by the partnership from rental or sale of the property, 
pursuant to the agreement made in connection with Exhibit 4." 
The exhibits referred to in said affidavit are included 
in the appendix hereto. 
Plaintiff sold the Brickyard property, pending litigation, 
on March 26, 1985, for $10,440,000.00 of which $7,549,479.17 was 
applied to property indebtedness, and $70,000.00 was paid in 
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Closing costs, leaving a net equity or profit of $2,820,520.83, 
of which the defendant is entitled to 10% or $282,052.08 (R117-118). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
The great weight of authority is that a parol partnership 
agreement for the express purpose of carrying on a business or 
joint venture in real estate is not within the Statute of Frauds. 
Exhibit E-4 is a handwritten memo of Machan and Hampshire listing 
the items of joint venture and the share of the participants in 
the gain, most of which were performed. 
POINT II 
Part performance which will avoid the statute of frauds 
may consist of any act which puts the party performing in such 
position that nonperformance by the other would constitute fraud. 
Mackintosh fully performed his duties with respect to Brickyard 
by arranging and guaranteeing financing of $5.5 Million of which 
the plaintiff had full benefit. 
POINT III 
There were several writings and exhibits bearing 
signatures of the plaintiff's principal partners which referred 
to the subject matter of exhibit E-4 and which should be construed 
together as satisfying the statute of frauds if it were applicable. 
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POINT IV 
Plaintiff is a limited partnership wherein Machan and 
Hampshire are the acting general partners through their respective 
family partnerships, and all transactions creating the plaintiff 
and conveying the property including improvements financed by 
efforts and guarantee of Mackintosh were conducted by Machan and 
Hampshire. The plaintiff therefore is not a bona fide purchaser 
and takes subject to the interest of Mackintosh. 
POINT V 
Machan and Hampshire are parties to this action even 
though not named as plantiffs since they are suing and being 
sued as associates under a common name. Unless they are in fact 
before the Court, it was error not to grant defendants motion to 
make them parties by name. 
POINT VI 
Plaintiff is estopped to deny its liability to Mackintosh 
having received full benefits of his performance in creating an 
asset for plaintiff from which it made a profit in excess of 
two million dollars. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE STATUTE OF FRAUDS DOES NOT PRECLUDE THE INTEREST 
CLAIMED BY MACKINTOSH. 
Assuming that related documents and part performance 
did not satisfy the Statute of Frauds, nevertheless a parol 
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partnership agreement or joint enterprise entered into by two 
or more persons for the purpose of carrying on the purchase and 
selling of real estate or interests therein for speculation and 
division of profits is not within the Statute of Frauds. 
The great weight of authority is that a parol partnership 
agreement for the express purpose of carrying on a business of 
dealing in real estate is not within the provisions of the Statute 
of Frauds relating to the sale in interests in lands (171 ALR 198). 
An annotation in 95 SLR 1242, lists 23 jurisdictions 
following the majority rule and only two which follow the minority 
rule. The majority rule is illustrated in the following quotation 
from said annotation. 
"In Eads v. Murphy (1925) 27 Ariz. 267, 232 P.877, supra, 
in following what was said to be the overwhelming weight of 
authority to the effect that 'a parol partnership agreement 
or joint enterprise... for the purpose of purchasing and selling 
real estate or interest therein for speculation, the profits 
to be divided among the parties is not within the Statute 
of Frauds relating to the sale of lands or an interest there-
in,' the court argued as follows: !It will be noticed that 
the agreement does not set up any joint ownership in the 
lands, but merely in a contract or option of purchase. Nor 
does it refer to any special agreement for the sale of the 
lands or an interest therein, but only for a division of the 
profits of any sale made. It is not asked that plaintiff 
transfer any interest in the lands to defendant or anyone 
else, but that he render an account of a completed trasaction 
in what is claimed to be a joint adventure in a speculation 
in real estate. " 
The annotation cites cases from Arizona, California and 12 other 
jurisdictions following the majority rule. A subsequent case 
from the state of Washington, Davis V. Alexander, 171 P2d 167 
(1946) where one party orally agreed to supply money for the other 
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party to buy tax title property and resell the same and divide 
the profits. The court held that this was not incontravention 
of the statute of Frauds because it was not an agreement to 
transfer to respondent an interest in the land to be acquired. 
The court cited its previous holding in Case v Seger, 30 P 646,647. 
"In Case v. Seger, supra, we held that a partnership 
agreement between two persons that they should be jointly 
interested in a specualtion for the buying and improving 
of lands for sale may be proved without being evidenced 
in writing signed by, or by the authority of, the party 
to be charged therewith, and '* * * is not within the 
statute of frauds, and, such an agreement being proven,' 
either of the partners may establish his interest in the 
land subject to the partnership without such interest being 
evidenced by any writing. That Case affected specific real 
estate, the title to which at the time of the making of the 
agreement was not in the name of either of the partners and 
was acquired subsequently. The title to the land was taken 
in the name of one partner. 
In Case v. Seger, supra, which is on all fours with the 
case at bar, we held that the agreement was valid and directed 
dissolution of the partnership and distribution of the part-
nership profits to the partners. 
In Smith v. Imhoff, 89 Wash, 418, 154 P. 793, we held 
that a special partnership in real property is created where 
it is orally agreed that one party should purchase certain 
property and pay the cost of platting it, and that the other 
party to the agreement should forego his commissions, have 
the land surveyed and sell it, the profits to be equally 
divided. Such an agreement, we held, is not within the 
provisions of the statute of frauds requiring such agreements 
to be in writing." (emphasis ours). 
In the case of Nupetco Associates v. Jenkins, 669 P2d 
877 (Utah 1983) the court held that a written agreement between 
Petty (of Nupetco) and Jenkins to obtain zoning and develop a 26 
acre tract of Nupetco with an adjoining 10 acre tract under option 
to Jenkins, created a partnership and not a principal-agent 
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relationship, and ordered the 10 acres to be sold with profits 
to be divided 75% and 25% as recited in the Agreement. The 
Agreement made no mention of a partnership, and the court held 
that there may be a partnership for the consummation of a single 
transaction, adventure or undertaking. 
Millet v. Langston, 8 Utah 2d 15 was a case decided by 
the Utah Supreme Court which implies that if there is evidence of 
an oral partnership to deal in land it is enforceable. The question 
of Statute of Frauds was not raised. Vinal Millett sued his 
neice, Gloria Langston to establish a one-half interest in a 
trailer court based upon an oral partnership. The trial court, 
Judge Ellett thought there was a joint venture for mutual profit 
in the entire project except that it was originally planned that 
they would rent land rather than buy it and when the defendant 
was required to buy the land, it did not conform to the original 
intention, but if they had rented the land "there would have been 
a partnership, and I haven't any doubt about that at all." The 
trial court concluded the fair thing to do would be to make 
Gloria whole with the land and then the partnership go as it was 
intended. The trial court awarded Gloria the land but required 
an accounting for one-half of the profits and one-half of the 
improvements placed on the land by Vinalfs efforts. On appeal, 
the Supreme Court (Justice Crockett dissenting) reversed by 
by holding that there was insufficient evidence to establish that 
a partnership existed between the parties for an equal share of 
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profits of the trailer court business and merely showed that the 
parties entered into a business arrangement which was preliminary 
to and constituted a condition precedent to a partnership. The 
majority opinion reviewed the evidence at length and found it 
to be incredible and for that reason reversed. The dissent did 
not believe that the evidence preponderated against the lower 
court's findings. The importance of this decision is that the 
Statute of Frauds was never mentioned, and it appears that if 
the oral evidence were credible the oral partnership would have 
established a one-half interest in the trailer court business 
which included improvements on the land which are real property. 
It implies that a long term lease would have been included but 
the oral partnership agreement was modified when Gloria bought the 
land, so it was excluded from the original agreement for that 
reason and not because of the necessity of a subscribed written 
document. 
POINT II: PART PERFORMANCE 
The Supreme Court also held that the Statute of Frauds 
did not bar an agreement of Peterson, the owner of 5/8 interest 
in mining claims, to convey to Johnson one-half of his interest 
in the claims if the latter furnished the necessary capital to 
develop the claims in the case of Johnson v. Peterson, 26 Utah 
2d 158, 486 P2d 1040. Judge Snow dismissed the complaint and 
a counterclaim which on appeal was remanded for a finding of fact, 
whereupon Judge Snow found that the parties had been engaged in 
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a joint venture. Johnson furnished $44,000 for labor, machinery 
and supplies of which he received $19,000 repayment. Peterson, 
without consent or knowledge of Johnson organized a corporation 
which assumed control of Peterson's interest in the claims, and 
subsequently, with other associates, Peterson formed another 
corporation to the exclusion of Johnson. A new trial was held 
before making findings, and Judge Christophersen decided the case 
upon the record as submitted by the parties. Judge Christophersen 
found in favor of Johnson, awarding the balance due for money 
advanced, and found Johnson to be the owner of 31% percent of the 
mining claims and quieted his title thereto. On appeal this 
Court affirmed holding that there was no error in not finding the 
contract to be barred by the Statute of Frauds and stated: 
"The trial court was of the opinion that the advancement 
of monies in the sum of $44,000.00 by the plaintiffs toward 
the development of the quarries was a sufficient part per-
formance of the oral contract to remove it from the bar of 
the statute. We are of the opinion that the record 
supports the court's conclusion in that regard." 
The Court cited, without comment, the case of Utah Mercur Gold 
Min. Co. v. Herschel Gold Min. Co., 103 Utah 249, 134 P2d 1094, 
wherein in an opinion written by Justice Wolfe it was held to be 
error to sustain a demurrer to the complaint which alleged an 
oral agreement for an extension of a written lease for five 
years, stating: 
"In Besse v. McHenry, 89 Mont. 520, 300 P. 199 it was stated 
'Part performance which will avoid statute of frauds may 
consist of any act which puts party performing in such 
position that nonperformance by other would constitute fraud.1 
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While the matter is not without doubt, we think the allega-
tions in paragraph 10 meet this requirement. It is alleged 
that 'during the year 1940 and 1941 and particularly prior 
to April 1st, 1941, plaintiffs continued to explore and 
develop said claims and carried on and established new 
worthwhile development by doing road work, exploration, 
tunnel work, and shipping of overburden and by making 
arrangements whereby said claims could be profitably operated 
by shovel and otherwise, at large expense extra to plaintiffs 
and all in reliance upon said oral agreement and understanding 
and said additional representations made by said trustees 
in January or February of 1940 aforesaid. (Italics added.) 
We think that the fair intendment of this allegation is 
that extra work beyond that necessary to comply with the 
lease which by its terms expired April 1st, 1941, was performed." 
Mackintosh's counterclaim and affidavits allege full 
performance by him and that for the plaintiff to avoid payment for 
his interest would be a fraudulent attempt to deprive him of the 
benefit of his full performance of the agreement (R13-14). The 
Utah Statute on specific performance in case of part performance 
"25-5-8. Nothing in this chapter contained shall be 
construed to abridge the powers of courts to compel the 
specific performance of agreements in case of part performance 
thereof." 
POINT III 
SEVERAL WRITINGS MAY BE CONSTRUED TOGETHER AS CONTAINING 
ALL THE TERMS OF A CONTRACT THOUGH ONLY ONE IS SIGNED BY THE 
PARTY TO BE CHARGED. 
In Miller v. Hancock 67 Utah 202 under comment 3 the 
Supreme Court states: 
"Respondent cites cases to the effect that separate writings 
may be construed together as containing all the terms of 
a contract, though only one be signed by the party to be 
charged: (cases cited).... The doctrine of these cases is 
well-nigh elementary. It is at least supported by the 
great weight of judicial opinion." 
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The oral agreement made by Machan and Hampshire as 
owners of all the stock in Machan Hampshire Properties, Inc., 
was supplemented by the handwritten memo, a copy of which is 
attached as Exhibit E-4. 
The memo, E-4, was followed by performances and signed 
memoranda in all instances except "Silver Cliff" which was 
abandoned to the mortgagee; "Cottonwood Tower" which was not 
commenced prior to departure of Mackintosh; and the "10% of M. 
H. Properties interest Brickyard" which is the subject of this 
law suit. The other items were concluded as follows: 
a. The "1981 1% Mini Storage" was finalized by formation 
of the limited partnership "Oakwood Storage Associates" wherein 
the general partner was "MHP Properties" by Gary L. Machan, and 
signed by Gary L. Machan as attorney in fact for the limited 
partners George Leach, Dean Mackintosh and others, wherein Dean 
Mackintosh is named as a limited partner for a 1% interest. 
b. "2% - Diagonal" was finalized by creation of 
Vantage Point Partnership wherein the corporation, Bud Leach and 
Scott Watkins were parties; a 2% bonus was given Mackintosh 
through MH Properties in 1983, for which he received $20,000 
for his assignment of interest therein to MH Properties. 
c. The "10% of Corporation" was performed by Gary Machan 
as president, and John R. Hampshire as secretary issuing certificate 
no. 7 in "Machan Hampshire Properties, Inc., to Dean A. Mackintosh 
for 1.38 shares on January 15, 1982. (R421). 
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d. The "June salary increase1' was made in June 1982, 
raising Mackintosh's salary to $35,000 per year. 
e. A $1000 bonus was given Mackintosh in 1982. (R345,324). 
Other writings include the Note of 9-17-82 for 
$5,500,000.00 signed by Machan and Hampshire as partners of MH 
Properties, payable to Ranier Mortgage Company within 24 months 
unless extended upon certain conditions including if "Holder 
receives maker's and guarantor's written request for such 
extension...". (R328-330, and 349). The guarantor referred to is 
Mackintosh, who signed the unconditional Guaranty dated 9-17-82 
guaranteeing payment by MH Properties "Borrower" of a $5,5000,000 
loan to be secured by deed of trust on certain property in Salt 
Lake County, Utah, which instrument recites "Rainier is unwilling 
to grant said loan wihtout the guaranty of Dean A. Mackintosh, 
referred to in this agreement as the Guarantor." (R331). On 
September 25, 1984, Machan and Hampshire, at the time depositions 
were taken, presented to Mackintosh for the first time an 
"Indemnity Agreement dated April 12, 1983, signed by Gary L. 
Machan and John R. Hampshire in their individual capacities, 
wherein it is recited: 
"Whereas Dean A. Mackintosh has resigned and removed himself 
as an employee of Machan Hampshire Properties, and is no 
longer participating in the partnership activities of various 
partnerships owned by Gary L. Machan and John R. Hampshire, 
Gary L. Machan and John R. Hampshire and Machan Hampshire 
Properties, Inc. hereby agree jointly, severally, and as a 
corporation to indemnify, defend, and save Mackintosh harm-
less from and against all obligations, debts, damages, losses, 
claims, suits, costs, fees, and liabilities which result 
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from or which would not have been sustained or incurred 
except for Mackintosh's having become personally obligated 
with respect to an "unconditional guaranty" for a 
$5,500,000 loan between Machan Hampshire Properties and 
Rainier Mortgage Company dated September 7, 1982. 
Said indemnity of Machan and Hampshire will also extend 
to any and all other obligations Mackintosh may have person-
ally signed as a result of his employment with Machan 
Hampshire Properties, Inc." (R335, 420). 
This "Indemnity Agreement" was purportedly supplied by the plaintiff's 
principal partners in an effort to cancel the claim of the defendant. 
However, this agreement accomplished nothing more than the law 
would provide. A guarantor is not released by such indemnity 
agreement from the persons primarily obligated, and if the guarantor 
pays, he is subrogated to the rights of the creditor (38 Am Jur 
2d 11 35). Nevertheless the Indemnity Agreement serves as an 
acknowledgement of several particulars of the oral agreement 
under E-4. 
It is an acknowledgement that Mackintosh as an employee 
of Machan Hampshire Properties (of which Machan and Hampshire were 
employees as well as stockholders) was previously participating 
in the partnership activities of various partnerships owned by 
Machan and Hampshire and "Machan Hampshire Properties, Inc."; 
and the latter jointly, severally and as a corporation indemnify 
and save Mackintosh harmless from his "having become personally 
obligated with respect to an "unconditional guaranty" for a 
$5,500,000 loan between Machan Hampshire Properties (really MH 
Properties) and Ranier Mortgage Company dated September 7, 1982. 
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(The note bears the date of September 17, 1982). The "Indemnity 
Agreement" appears to have been signed in behalf of all entities 
having an interest in the Brickyard property at the time, April 
12, 1983. The plaintiff's limted partnership agreement was dated 
September 20, 1983, but was not filed with the County Clerk 
until June 29, 1984. 
POINT IV 
PLAINTIFF WAS NOT A BONA FIDE PURCHASER AND TAKES 
SUBJECT TO ALL CLAIMS DEFENDANT HAS AGAINST ITS PREDECESSOR 
IN INTEREST. 
Assuming that Machan and Hampshire are not in effect 
parties with the plaintiff in this action, the plaintiff had 
actual knowldge of the claim of the defendant before title was 
transferred to plaintiff. 
Notice to a partner of any matter relating to partnership 
affairs operates as notice to or knowledge of the partnership. 
U.C.A. 48-1-9. This is true even in cases where an undisclosed 
partner does not receive any notice and is held bound if the other 
partner has notice and does not inform him, Jenner v. Real Estate 
Services 659 P2d 1072. 
The affidavit of John N. Owens, general counsel for 
plaintiff (R248) attaches as exhibits, copies of conveyances 
dating from August 10, 1981, tracing the title to the property 
as follows: 
4. From August 10, 1981 through December 30, 1983, the 
property has been owned as follows: 
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Date Grantor Grantee Exhibit 
Aug. 10, 1981 Brickyard Assoc. Machan-Hampshire B 
Properties, Inc. 
Sept. 22, 1982 Machan-Hampshire M.H. Properties, a C 
Properties, Inc. Utah general part-
nership 
April 6, 1982 M.H. Properties Machan family limited D 
partnership (50%) 
April 6, 1982 M.H. Properties Hampshire family E 
limited partnership 
(50%) 
Dec. 29, 1982 M.H. Properties Bud Leach (7%) F 
Sept. 23, 1983 Bud Leach Brickyard Office G 
Associates, Ltd. (7%) 
Sept. 23, 1983 Machan family Brickyard Office H 
limited Assoc. (42.5%) 
partnership 
Sept. 23, 1983 Hampshire family Brickyard Office I 
limited Associates (42.5%) 
partnership 
Oct. 3, 1983 Brickyard Office Utah Title Company J 
Assoc. Ltd. 
Dec. 30, 1983 Utah Title Co. Brickyard Office K 
Assoc. Ltd. 
Exhibit B was signed by William Gibbons; Exhibit G 
was signed by Reed Benson as power of attorney for Bud Leach's 
7%, Exhibit K was signed by an officer of Utah Title Company, any 
of the remaining seven deeds were signed by either or both 
Machan and Hampshire. (R278-307). 
In the case of Blodgett v. Martsch, Utah 1978, 590 P2d 
298, Blodgetts owned two adjoining tracts, one with their grocery 
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store and the other with a car wash which was leased to Raco 
who obtained a loan on the tract from Valley Bank with Blodgetts' 
permission. The loan became in default and at Trustee's sale 
both tracts were sold but Blodgetts were not aware that their 
store tract was included in the sale. The purchaser at trustee 
sale was Martsch who had been a director of Raco and was married 
to Betty Purcell, the president of Raco. The Supreme Court held: 
"A bona fide purchaser is one who takes without actual 
or constructive knowledge of facts sufficient to put him 
on notice of the complainant's equity." 
The Court said that Blodgetts' title could be restored to the 
store tract as against Martsch if he is found not to be a bona fide 
purchaser. The Court reversed a summary judgment and remanded 
the case for a finding on the question of bona fide purchaser 
status of Martsch. 
Also notice to corporate officers precluded a claim by 
the corporation in the case of Bradshaw v. Kershaw, Utah 1974, 
529 P2d 803, where Kershaw gave an option to buy land to 
Christensen who exercised the option and assigned it to Bradshaw, 
and thereafter Kershaw gave another option to a corporation, 
Rockefeller, which now claimed the right to the land as against 
Bradshaw. The Court held that Rockefeller could not get damages 
from Kershaw because its officers knew of the option to Christensen. 
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POINT V 
IN THE EVENT MACHAN & HAMPSHIRE ARE NOT IN FACT 
INCLUDED AS PARTIES AS ASSOCIATES BEING SUED UNDER A COMMON 
NAME, IT WAS ERROR NOT TO GRANT DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO MAKE 
THEM PARTIES. 
Plaintiff contended that even though Mackintosh may 
have had an enforceable agreement with Machan and Hampshire, 
he had no contract with the plaintiff partnership. 
As stated in Point IV, if plaintiff is not a bona fide 
purchaser, it takes subject to the agreement in any event. 
However, defendant moved the court to add Machan and Hampshire 
as parties as a matter of caution (R161-178), and stated that it 
may not be necessary to file a third party complaint if the court 
rules that Machan and Hampshire are included under Rule 17(d) 
which allows suit against two or more persons under a common 
name. The court denied the motion without comment, however 
the written order prepared by plaintiff and signed by the court 
(R223) recited that the motion failed to comply with Rule 14 
(Third Party Practice), Rule 19 (Necessary Joinder), Rule 20 
(Permissive Joinder), or Rule 22 (Interpleader), but no mention 
was made of Rule 17(d), and implicit in the ruling was that 
Machan and Hampshire were before the court under Rule 17(d). 
The Court of Appeals in the case of Intermountain 
Physical Medicine Associates v. Micro-Dex Corporation, 62 Utah 
Adv. Rep. 19, July 21, 1987, states that: 
"The thrust of Utah R. Civ. P. 19 is to require the joinder 
of persons needed for just adjudication. Rule 19(a) instructs 
the trial court to join as a party a person whose absence 
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will prevent complete relief among those already parties.11 
See also, Bonneville Tower v. Thompson, 728 P2d 1017 (1986), 
and Hiltsley v. Ryder, 59 Utah Adv. Rep. 35, June 10, 1987, which 
states that the amendment of Rule 19 did not affect the operation 
of the rule. 
Judge Noel inquired from the bench as to whether 
defendants counterclaim was really a breach of contract action 
against Machan and Hampshire and not against the plaintiff. It is 
not known whether Judge Noel's granting of summary judgment may 
have been based on his conclusion that plaintiff was not the 
proper party for the defendant's counterclaim, the court having 
granted the motion without additional expression and having signed 
the findings and judgment prepared by counsel. 
POINT VI 
PLAINTIFF IS ESTOPPED TO DENY LIABILITY TO MACKINTOSH. 
An Idaho Case, Boesiger v. Freer, 381 P2d 802 held that 
where a vendor orally agreed to sell land and knew that the 
purchaser would sell his cattle to make the down payment, the 
vendor was equitably estopped to deny the purchaser's right to 
purchase the property in accordance with the oral contract; 
equity will retain jurisdiction to grant proper relief whether 
prayed for or not; and a third party who knew of the oral contract 
could not become bona fide purchasers and hold the property in 
trust for the buyer under the oral contract. 
In absence of relief on other grounds, Mackintosh is 
-25-
entitled to similar equitable relief 
CONCLUSION 
The summary judgment should be reversed and the case 
remanded for trial of issues on Mackintosh's counterclaim to 
determine the value of his 10% interest by an accounting and 
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^ G O f c - S » N 
N O T : 
5,500,000.00 Seattle, Washington 
September 17, 1982 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, MH PROPERTIES, a 
[Utah General Partnership, promises to pay in lawful money of 
the United States of America, to the order of RAINIER MORTGAGE 
COMPANY, a Washington corporation, at its principal office in 
Seattle, Washington, or such other place either within or 
vithout the State of Washington as the holder of this Note may 
designate in writing from time to time, the principal sum of 
FIVE MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS 
($5,500,000.00) # or so much thereof as may be advanced here-
under, with interest thereon from toe date of each such 
advance at the rate of 15% per annum. Said interest rate 
shall be adjusted from time to time to reflect any change (B) 
in what Rainier National Bank, Seattle, Washington, from time 
to time designates as its "large business" prime rate of 
interest, the rate hereunder to be 1.5 percentage points over 
luch prime rate with such change(a) being effective from and 
ifter the date(s) upon which such Change (s) in prime rate 
accur. In the event that Rainier National Bank ceases to 
designate a "large business" prime rate of interest, then 
there shall be substituted such comparable prime rate as 
Rainier National Bank may then be using. Reference to the 
Rainier National Bank shall include its universal successors. 
Upon completion of construction of the improvements to be 
constructed on the property as described in the Deed of Trust 
referred to below, and maker having arranged permanent 
financing with regard to the said improvements, and provided 
this Note is not then in default, then the interest rate 
shall, at maker's written request, become payable at three 
buodred (300) basis points (i.e., three percent (3.000%)] per 
annum over the rates for National Market Dealer-placed 
Thirty-day Commercial Paper for its equivalent which is 
currently rated A.P., hereinafter referred to as "National 
Karket Commercial Taper"). The new interest rate shall become 
effective on the first day of the month after completion of 
construction and holder having accepted maker's permanent 
financing arrangements. Thereafter, the rate shall be 
adjusted from month-to-month to three percent (3.0001) above 
the National Market Commercial Paper rate in effect on the 
first business day of each calendar month, with such rate 
being effective on the first calendar day of that month. For 
purposes of this paragraph," the following terms shall have the 
following meanings; 
(a) "Completion of Construction" shall be that 
point at which the building to be constructed on the 
property described in the Deed of Trust referred to 
below, together with appurtenances, shall be fully 
completed except for tenant improvements. Completion 
shall be in accordance with the approved plans and 
specifications as determined by holder's inspecting 
architect. A Certificate of Occupancy or its equivalent 
shall be furnished to the holder; 
(i>) "Arrange permanent financing1* shall consist of 
Obtaining a firm commitment for permanent financing in an 
amount, on terms, and from a lender acceptable to holder 
and the maker having paid any fees due that lender for 
the commitment. Holder shall give its acceptance to such 
permanent lender if such permanent lender establishes (to 
the satisfaction of holder) that it has the resources to 
fund its commitment within the ttrms of this Note or any 
extension authorized herein; 
(c) "A lender acceptable to holder" may include a 
partial sale to or a joint venture with a permanent 
lender acceptable to holder. 
Interest is payable on the first da} of the month following 
the date of the first advance of funds and on the first day of 
•sch succeeding month thereafter until the indebtedness is 
paid in full. The principal sum and all accrued interest 
shall become due and payable twenty-four (24) months from the 
date^of this Note; provided, however, that said date may be 
txtended for three (3) additional six-month periods to a 
maximum of eighteen (18) months beyond the initial maturity 
date under the following conditions: 
In I Holder receives maker1* and guarantor*s written 
request for each extension not earlier than sixty (60) 
days nor later than thirty (30) viays prior to the original 
maturity date or existing extension thereof; 
lb) Maker pays to holder at Hi* time of the request 
for each six-month extension, «n i mfenbion fee of 
*27,bOU.OO# 
(c) The improvements contemplated have been com-
pleted and a certificate of occupancy has been issued; 
(d) At the time of the request, there shall be no 
default under any of the terms of any of the loan docu-
ments. 
The maker may prepay the whole, but not part* ot the 
entire principal balance at any time without prepayment 
penalty, provided seven (7) days' prior written notice of the 
intention to make such payment is first o.ven 
11 any payment of principal or interest is not made when 
due, or in the event of default in the performance of any of 
the terms of the deed of trust referred to below, or any other 
instrument given in connection with this note, then the entire 
principal sum and accrued interest shall at once become due 
and payable at the option of the holder of this note, without 
prior notice, time being of the essence, and thereafter the 
principal swn and accrued interest shall bear interest at 1251 
over what would otherwise be the note rate. Failure to 
exercise this option shall not constitute a waiver of the 
right to txercur the same w> the event of any subsequent 
defaults. 
in the event that the payee consults an attorney regard-
ing the enforcement of any of its rights under this note or 
2 
b% deed of trust or if this note is placed in the hands of tn 
Utorney for collection or if suit be brought to enforce this 
W e or the deed of trust, the maker promises to pay all costs 
thereof, including attorneys1 fees. Said costs and attorneys1 
lee* shall include, without limitation, costs and attorneys* 
ftes incurred in any appeal or in any proceedings under any 
present or future federal bankruptcy act or state receiver-
ship. 
This note is also subject to the terms and conditions of 
a certain loan agreement between the parties hereto, dated as 
of even date herewith, and any default on the part of the 
undersigned, as borrower under the said loan agreement, shall, 
it the option of the holder hereof, constitute a default under 
the within note and deed of trust securing the same. Disburse-
sent of this note is to be made at the times and subject to 
the terms and conditions of the said loan agreement. 
Presentment and demand for payment, notice of dishonor, 
protest and notice of protest are hereby waived. 
This note is secured by a deed of trust covering property 
situate in Salt Lake County, Utah. 
MH PROPERTIES, a Utah 
General Partnership 
-v -ARy L.\ MACHAN, Partner 
'JOHN P. HAMPSHIRE, Partner 
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTY 
MM PROPERTIES , a LH ah Genera I t a > " i f i t»i > |J , referred to 
in this agreement t«i! nuiiiwi , fab implied to RAINIER 
MORTGAGE COMPANY
 t , ..< • i.h i r 91 on r c i p«",i a i A on » referred to in 
41 n *yi vvrtiwj I #» ",iRainier", for a loan in the principal 
• mcjLJPl i\f FIVE M I L L I O N FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND NO/100 
DOLLARS ($5 ,500 ,000 .00) , to be secured by a Deed of,Trust 
covering certa in property In Sa-it Lake County, Utah. 
Rainier i s unwill ing to grant said^loan without the guaranty 
of DEAN *• MACKINTOSH, referred to in th i s agreement e 
Guarantor. 
Guarantor acknowledges tat l.v it full1, ar with 
- i a r*lu 11 y reviewed the 
Nwit, «t documents. Guarantor 
acknow *,,*., . documents cont« ;~ and express the 
e ' th» r,*r^-e- % respect to the 
NOW, THEREFORF *- - -* induce Rainier to grant 
the * ^ J '->~ *** uarantor hereby unconditionally guaran-
tees payment ' * %&t" ndebtedness, including a l l 
amounts secured by said deed of t rys t , in a 4it,h 
the terms thereof. 
This *» guarant * **<* indebted-




.igations of the Guarantor hereunder ere in-
dependc. *. e»cv c:.s^ a-c? of the obligations of Borrower 
and a separate ectic action* _ be brought and prose-
cuted against the Guarantor whether action is brought 
2 DfFOSinON 
( iXHIMT 
against Eorrower or whether Borrower be joined in any 
action or actions. 
Guarantor authorises Rainier, without notice or demand 
and without affecting Guarantor's lability hereunder, from 
time to time, to; (a) renew, extend, accelerate or other* 
wise change the time for payment of, or otherwise change 
the terms of the indebtedness or any pert thereof; (b) take 
and hold security for the payment of this guaranty or the 
indebtedness, and exchange, enforce, waive ad release any 
such security; (c) Apply such security and direct the order 
or manner of sale thereof as Rainier in its discretion may 
determine. Rainier may without notice assign this guaranty 
in whole or in part. 
Guarantor waives any right to require Rainier to: (a) 
proceed against Borrower or any other guarantor or any 
other person; (b) proceed against or exhaust any collateral; 
or (c) pursue any other remedy .in Rainier's power whatsoever. 
Guarantor waives any defense arising by reason of any 
disability or other defense of Borrower or of any other 
guarantor, or by reason of the cessation from any cause 
whatsoever of the liability of the Borrower or any other 
guarantor. Until all indebtedness shall have been paid in 
full, Guarantor shall not have any right of subrogation or 
contribution and the Guarantor waives the right to enforce 
any remedy which Eainier now has or may hereafter have 
against the Borrower or any other guarantor, and waives 
any benefit of and any right to participate in any collat-
eral or any security whatsoever now or hereafter held by 
Rainier. Guarantor waives all presentments, demands for 
performance, notices of dishonor, and notices of acceptance 
2 
i*r»nty »nd cf the existence, creation or incur-
ring . indebtedness ered by this guaranty. 
*
4
' • » reasonable attorneys' 
and expenses which may be incurred 
nforcemen't of this-agreement. 
DATED This &£
 day of J^fc2, 1982> 
£yttM A. IMCKINTOSH—" 
INDEMNITY AGREEMENT 
Whereas Dean A. Mackintosh has resigned and removed himself as an employee 
of Machan Hampshire Properties, and is no longer participating in the partnership 
activities of various partnerships owned by Gary L. Machan and John R. Hampshire, 
Gary L. Machan and John R. Hampshire and Machan Hampshire Properties, Inc. hereby 
agree jointly, severally, and as a corporation to indemnify, defend, and save 
Mackintosh harmless from and against all obligations, debts, damages, losses, 
claims, suits, costs, fees, and liabilities which result from or which would not 
have been sustained or Incurred except for Mackintosh's having become personally 
obligated with respect to an "unconditional guaranty" for a $5,500,000 loan 
between Machan Hampshire Properties and Rainier Mortgage Company dated 
September 7, 1982. 
Said indemnity of Machan and Hampshire wi 1.1 also extend to any and all 
other obligations Mackintosh may have personally signed as a result of his 
employment with Kachan Hampshire Properties, Inc. 
R w d e d at R#^ue«t of 2 l c n s l s t ? * a t ' 1 B>r^" r - ° - ^ ^ 26304, Sa l t Late Ci ty , Utah 64126-D:C4 
* t . M F c c P w d ^ -
b>- Dtp Book. P*re- Kef 
3599291 WARRANTY DEED 5iX ' ^ ^ 
1VC BRICKYARD ASSXIATSS, a Utah General Partnership 
of Sa l t Lake City , County of S a l t Laxe 
CONVEY and WARRANT to 
JSOAN KW-PSHI3E PROPERTIES, D C - , a Utah Corporation 
grantor 
, SUte of Uuh, hereby 
for the turn of 
DOLLARS. 
/ 
of S a l t Lake City 
TEN A\D NO/100 ($10.00) 
and other good and valuable considerat ion 
the following desenbed trmct of Und in S a l t lake Co**&t>, 
Sute of LUh 
Bec_nn-Jig a t a point on the Northerly l i n e of Brickyard Road, sa-d point being 
Sc.Ln 53".S: f ee t and test 880.21 f ee t frcr the L i s t quarter c o m e r of Sect ion 
29, TovnshiD 1 South, Ranoe 1 East , S a l t lake Base and Meridian, and running thence 
North 88° West: along sa id Northerly l i n e of Bricxyard Road 30.50 f e e t t o a po int of 
a 616. £J f ee t rac—s curve t o the r ight ; thence Northwesterly along tne arc of said 
curve and said Northerly l i n e 242.22*feet to a point of a 720.00 foo t radius corpouna 
curve to the n e t ; tnsnee Northwesterly along the arc of said curve and s a i d Northerly 
> l ine 203.88 feet - thence North 45" 46' East 463.52 fee t ; tnence Soirtn 41° 32* 05" East 
: r . 5 € f e e t theroe Soutn 14° 20' West 176.37 f e e t ; thence South 75° 40' East 23.00 feet; 
tncr.ee Sci tr 1A- 2C ' Vest 138.50 f e e t t o the p o i r t cf beginning. 
^ . s rrcoertj o ^ ^ e c s - e j e c t t o archi tectural r ^ a e v anc arcroval of a l l irt^roverents 
tz z>z c c - s t r u c t ^ , or tne oroujr iy , ueon s u m t t a l Grantor s r ^ l l have 30 days in whicn 
tc L^^zrc *c Sa^c _~^.TOn*ener,ts. 
fror date cf c-urc 
..JC s r«_ l not be used for r e t a i l a c t i v i t i e s for a period c f 5 \*eeurs 
G *£;Q £T»Rtor , this l C t h 
. A D 19 £1 
"uHE BrJCTYASD ASSOC!': 
cr> of 
a GeneTs.! Partnersni: 
rre>«.rct c; 
CJabons " \ i i l f Czr-zer", pr*: ^*uxxns SCJ.T wCr-sar*', £ wsnarLj; 





STATE OF UTAH. 
'<£on?> of Sal^Lake 
.' " »^/
 %is ^ •. /* * 
- nff f 6u Hi^ 1 ^ , : . . dtyof August , A. D 19 81 
obSrfpJl>,>App^-a4 before me William A. Gibbons, President of Gibbons Realty Company, the 
T general t>ari*ership c f THE HRICKORD ASSOCIATES, a General Partnership 
tin. i*mtr -of*the w,tbia instrument, who duly acknowledged to mt th«.t 3das>oofEXKi*K*otfei 
* iqpart t h a t VLid instrument was signed in behalf of said Partnership by author i ty , and 
saidJfcillidrr, A. Gibbons acknowledged to me that he as such gensral partner executed the 
sane m the name of the partnership . 
M> commiMjon expire*- X <s \ ^ •Residing in
 ; / V ^ 
Notsrj PUWK. 
56-0016 
^ . ^ . . ' ^ ^ 
JUcocded it Request oi-JZzl L. Benrm. l ^ n g. ^^rr^ F->n^»»y FH c» r j y ^ p/t]i7 
tt „ . M. Fee Paid I . , 
by Dtp. Book ?t+t Jlef,: 
Mail tax notice to John K, H ^ r ^ h l r e A<^ M 283Q M^llyregy ganger. ?-«. 
S a l t Lake CiLy, Utah 84117 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
3750492 ^ 
M H PROPERTIES, a Utah General Partnership , grantor 
of Sa l t Lake City
 % County *: S a l t Lake , State of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to 
THE JOHN R. HAMPSHIRE FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, 
a Utah Limited Partnersh ip , 
grantee 
of S a l t Lake Ci ty , S a l t Lak« County, Utah S t a t e , for tne warn of 
TEN AND 00/100 DOLLARS, 
tLe following described tract of land in S a l t Lake County, 
State of Utah-
(Brickyard) 
An undivided 501 interest in the 
ATTACHED EXHIBIT *A" 
^ 
inZZ, 
I 1 ^ 









VrrKEss tL- crr~: of s=-3 fncn>: s • tra? 6 th dry of 
April » A. D. one tnoutaad m^ hundred and e i g h t y - t w o . 
Signed in the prince cf ) J i H PROPERTIES, fl Utah 
/ General Partnershid, | i 
) B y U \ C L ± ^ r4- / U 6 w V ^ - y § 
' General P a r t n e r VJ V* 
STATE CF UTAH, 1 *"* 
County « ^ * - ^ : C v ; ^ e J ^ 
Op the
 H \ V ' t h day of April A. D. ooe CD 
tKo^afnrf-alc^cJmfcfyfonA e i g h t y - t w o penoeully appeared before rat *•* 
/ . - ^SLTV L; ^ c i a n and John R. Hampshire 
, v* « ; : c :. ( 
tne ai^persf ~* lorcsoing'inati umrut, who duly ackncwfcdst ro oe t&at t fey^, executr^ 
tame. v
 m f 
knawfcd-t» me Aat t fey e»ctr**Jjdbe 
# , Notary !\&t*. /-fiX-TC 
 f t  !\ t . 
My «inmiff.on cspina Addrea; S^C, fafe/L 
i K A M HO IC*— C • « • *»• co — »»••© I N * fti*r — a**, r UUBK crr» 
fjtcoakd tt Lequm of.JS^Li_lgMKni tftl g, Hgr?V fellasV Sf., SIC. Utah E4117 
•t M. Fee Paid $ , -
b y _ . Dcp. Book P**t Ref.: 
Mi2 ux notice m Gary L. Hachan A ^ W *£91 Wallace Lane 
S a l t Lake Ci ty , Utah 84117 
3750493 QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
M H PKOPEKTIES, a Utah General Partnership , grtxacx 
of S a l t Lake City , County of ^Sal t Lake , $ » » of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to 
THS GARY L. KACEA1! FAKILY LIMITED PARTKERSEIP, 
A Jtah L i n i t e d Partnersh ip , 
of S a l t Lake Ci ty , S a l t Lake County, Utah S t a t e , for the mm of 
——TEN AKD 00/100 — — — — . >• DOLLARS 
xhe folknrin* described tnct offend in S a l t Lake County, 
Sat? of Utth: 
(Brickyard) 
An undivided 50% interest in the 
ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A-
/ d H^ I & 
^ -
T
»7 TNESS the iu^d cf tdd rrcntor S , tLlt 6 th dry of 
April , A. D. one thousand nine hundred tnd e i g h t y - t v o . 
Sigriedrnthepremceof \ M H PROPERTIES, ft Utah 
s S a l partner 7 
STATE OF UTAH, 1 
County of S a l t Lake j * * 
pxlSSpS&u. 6th day of Apri l 
cr^jr^tirr,fccaypd and e ighty - two penoniBy appeared before me 
f^^&fy-jfe'&tifr and John R. Hampshire 
e £gser»e*&c fecegoifes intumucnt, who daty acknowledgeto me that t hcy^acocctrd rir 
//&&/*& <f NcttryPoHic. 
My commapoo cxpiroj KA&xmicf/CC 4^uC 
frlAMX NO. t©*«- C • * « *T*. CO - MIB K T M M U«T ~*i*4.T~U*«i i*TT " 
EXHIBIT "A* 
C C - J I H K I N G AT A POINT OH TME NORTHERLY LIME OF 2.."; IZ.\ V AT. J RC^O, SAID P 0 I v ~ 
?-E!K5 SOUTH 537.B8 FEET AND WEST 880.21 FEET FRCr. THE EAST GUAR'TEfc 




 T AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 8c ZZG?:ZZo L'Z3T ALO.L'G SAIO NCRTh'ERL'' 
LINE OF BRICKYARD ROAD 30.50 FEET TO A POINT OF A 616.SO FOOT RADIUS 
CURVE TO THE RIGHT; THEHCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE AND 
SAID NORTHERLY LINE 242.22 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF lc D E G R E E S 13 
MINUTES 27 SECONDS TC A ^OINT OF COMPOUND C'JPfVt WITH A 720.00 FOOT 
r.TI'JS CURVE TO THl P.ICHT; THEHCE NORTHWESTERLY A_:: : TKE ARC Or SAIO 
?.': V' ,'KD -AID NOPT'-E-'.r LINE 2C3.85 FEET Th'.-:'J3'~' * C E N T A L <*'~*_E OF !> 
CEO'EES 13 r.INUTES 27 SECONDS TO THE E^STER^T LI Z C~ 5" I C'T *.".0 
CCSOOrlNIUr.; THENCE ALONG SAID CONDOMINIUM r CL.-"J ' r " LIKE ^IRTH ^5 
OEC'CIS 46 r.INUTES EAST 463.52 FEET; THENCE SOUTH ^1 DEGREES 32 rilNUTES 
l/c.37 F £ZT -f TnE'ti'ZE SOUTH 75 DEGREES AG flINUTES E - 3 T 2 5.10 FEET; T'rZt-.lZ 




Rrriiriird sr f.e^unt of 
a: . . M. Fee Paid $ _ . „ 
by , \ Dtp. Book.. 




VARRANTY DEED ^2\^ 
[conno*ATE FOJLM) 
IftCJW S^SHTRE PK3PI3CnS, E C , A Utah Oorporaticn a corporation 
organized and existing under the lava of the Sute of Utah, vith its principal office at 
Sa l t Lake City , of Count)- of Sal t Lake , Sute of Utah, 
grantor, hereby CONVEYS AND WARRANTS to 
M. H. PROPERTIES, A Utah General Partnership 
of Szlz L^-JZ City, Canty of Salt Lake, State of Utah 
Ten and no/100 
and other cood and valuable considerations 
the following described tract of land in Sa l t lake 
Stare of Utah: 
granted 
for the rum of 
—DOLLARS. 
County* 
See D:hihit "A" which i s attached hereto *nd by th i s reference 
rade a part hereof. 
Subject, to eescnents , r e s t r i c t i o n s , and rights-of-vay currently of record, 
and general property taxes for the year 1982, and thereafter . 
£ 
M: 
The effjrers who sirx this deed hereby cxrtifv that thJu dcr-d and tr.* tranrfcr represented 
iKtrcjv V';'. CJ,:) authoriied uncer i resolution ciu-v adoptee by ZLZ 'tzoird c. c::sc;crs c£ i»*t 
grantor at ; lawful ms..ing duly hzld and sttecdea by a quorun. 
In witness whereof, the grantor hi* caused it? corporate name and seal to be hereunto affixed 




VTATE OF UTAH, 
County of Sa l t Lake 
On :he 22nd day of Septorber 
personally appeared before me Gary Machan and 
who being by me duly sworn did say, each for himselfrthat h^jhe^iiid Gary ftechan r» 
i> the president. ai»d he, the said J. Hrrrashire %~ " is the secretary % 
*i rfeshan Haryehire Propert ies , Inc. Company, xrid.tSat the .within and foregoing **• 
instrument vaa signed in bcnalt of said corporation by authority-o£a resolution of its beard of £ £ 
directon and said Gary Machan * isid-k .^/Hg&Tpfehire £$ 
each duly acknowledged to me that said corporation, executed the "tame and^hat the sevl affixed 
is the real of said corporation. ' y?> ' yf
 v y 
^ * 2 : T > ~ ^ p ' ^ : NeTary Public.""" 
My commission expires * £ ? H ? * . . ^ J ? i L - M y mide^ce is'. S * l t J ^ . . C i l S * J 8 B h . 
AT: : IS 
EXHIBIT A 
h C P s l K o (1 A fOINT OK THE NORTHERLY LINE OF- IRICRYHRD RO^D, SAID FO^NT 
r t V , ^wih "i^.eC rZET Ahu WEST 880.21 FELT FRC* Tr : F»C P *?iE^ 
Cv^FR CF CLCTI'K 29, TOUN^HIP 1 SOUTH, RANCI A LAST, SALT LAJ E fcASE ( ND 
MERIDIAN, AND RUNNING THENCE NOPTH 88 DEGREES WEST ALONG SAID NORTHERLY 
LINE OF BRICKYARD ROAD 30.50 FFET TO A FOINT OF A 616.80 FOOT RADIUS 
CUFUE TO THE RIGHT, THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONo THE ARC OF SAID CURVE AND 
S* A NORTHERLY LINL 242.22 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 16 DFoREES 13 
KlhliES 27 SECONDS Tu A POINT OF COMPOUND CURVE LITH H 72C.0D FOOT 
KM' AUS CURIF TO ?HE RICHT, THENLL NORTHWLSTFflv A^Cf G THE ARC OF SAID 
CURvc *hb SAID NORTHERLY LINE 203.83 FEET THRCJGH n CFNTRHL ANbLE OF 16 
L L U S 1^ riNthFS 27 SFC0ND5 TO THF FASTFRL'* I INF CF B R I D u R D 
CGKrOi I^ fl % THENCE ALONG bAID CONDOftlNIU* Bub? OHR i LINE NOR f H **> 
D K l F E S '«* MNUTFS EART 4*1.1,1 FFET, THFNLF SOUTH A) DEGREES 3<; M N U U R 
Q«" ^-CLG*D^ FitSf 21/. ^ o FEk<, THENCL SuUTH 1«, DLhFLLS 20 flf )TL^ k-Sf 
1 *._/ ^EL , IHPRCE SOUTH 7b DFGRELS 40 ftlNUTFS LAST 25.00 FELT, THENCE 





BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF BRICKYARD ROAD, SAID POINT 
BEING SOUTH 537.88 FEET AND WEST 880.21 FEET FROF! THE EAST QUARTER 
CORKER OF SECTION 29, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 1 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN, AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES WEST ALONG SAID NORTKF^Y 
LINE OF BRICKYARD ROAD 30.50 FEET TO A POINT OF A 616.80 FOOT :-MlV$ 
CURVE TO THE RIGHT} THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF S< :: .V.'.UvE AND 
SAID NORTHERLY LINE 242.22 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL A'.'GLE OF i; DEGREES 13 
r.INUTES 27 SECONDS TO A POINT Or COMPOUND CURVE L'lTH A 720. CC TOOT 
Rf.GIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY AL0H3 TME ARC OF SAID 
:L'"VE A:.L' SAID NORTHERLY LINE 203.86 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL AKGLE OF 16 
LEGREES 13 F.INUTES 27 SECONDS TO THE EASTERLY LINT CF BRICKYARD 
CO'.'^ Cr.If.TJf-.; THENCE ALONG SAID CONDOhlNIUPl BOUNDARY LIKE NORTH 45 
IZO^ZES ±r r.INUTES EAST <-c3.52 FEET; THENCE SCVTH ~ 1 :ZG".EE: 32 f'.II.'JTES 
It, SECC.JDS EAST 237.56 FEET; THEKCE SOUTH 14 DEGREES 20 r.INUTES WEST 
176.37 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 75 DEGREES 40 flINUTES EAST 25.00 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 14 DEGREES 20 r.INUTES WEST 138.50 FEET To THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Recorded t: Request of 
ft M. Fer Pvi t 
by Drp. Eo;L Pirt Re: 
Miil tax ncdzc to Bud Leach Addrrs_JL:L§i El P a s e o Grande 
L a J c l l a , CA" "9203"? 
3744348 QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
*t C ? ' * 
M E PROPERTIES 
QUIT- t L-*:e C i t v I to 
f County cf S a l t Lake 
grantor 
, State of UuiL, hereby 
BUD LE7-.CH 
o. L a l o l l a , County c f San D i e g o , S t a t e o f C a l i f o r n i a , for the rota of 
TEN WCD 0 0 / 1 0 0 DOLLARS, 
tLr :oLr=rL-:r cscrii>ed tract of land in S a l t Lake 
State of Utah: 
County, 
1 % interest in tne property described in the 





VrrxEir the L^nd of eid frantor , this 29 t h 
December , A. D. one thousand nine hundred and e i g h t y - t w o . 
Signed in the presence of 
day of 
}• 
M R PROPERTIES . 
Ga~ry L. |Machan, Genera l P a r t n e r 
-3 STATE OF UTAH, 
County of S * l t Lake 
On the 2 9 t h ,. day of December A. p . 
thoutand ninehundrts^tn^ ^ e i g h t y - t w o pmnniUy appeared before me 
Gary L. MAohatv* G e n e r a l - P a r t n e r o f MR P r o p e r t i e s , 
the cgner of the f9f*sou#2nkrt£feent, who duly acknowledge to xae that he . executed 





FElilr NINO AT A POINT 
BEING SOUTH 537.88 FE 
CORNER OF SECTION 29 , 
r.zriz:;.>.:, A':: RUK.NIK:? 
LI''E O r Fr- I C K Y A ^ G PC A 
C J : ,-E T.: T K £ F;I3?:T ; T 
SAIL- K C r T ~ G R L Y L I N E 2 
* ' : » L'TEE 2 7 S E C O K L S TC 
r O S A I D NORTHE 
13 M N U T E S 27 
KlUf t ; THENCE A 
46 RINUTES FA 
NDS EAST 2 3 7 . 5 
1 7 6 . 3 7 FEET; T H E ^ E e 





ON THE NORTHERLY 
ET AND WEST 880. 
TCUr.'SHIP 1 SOUT 
T H E r-' C E f«' 0 f\ T H C c • 
: 3G.5C FEET TC 
KENCE KCRTHk'ESTE 
^2.22 FEET TKSOU 
A roirT OF cor.r-
I C.!"i j T K E r! C E KCF* 
F:LY LIKE 203.88 
SECONDS TO T-.'E 
LONG SAID CONDON 
ST 463.52 FEET; 
6 FE^T; THENCE S 
CUT^ 75 niGPELs 
I ir L:" ^ S VEST 130.' 
L INE OF 
21 FEET 
H , F A r ' G E 
D E G R E E S 
A F C I K T 
R L Y A L C : ; 
GH A CE;; 
OUKD C l ' r ' 
T h".. i £ T E". 
FEET TKR 
EASTERLY 








i t r * v 
cp ;. 
' G T . !Z 
i l\ r.L 
VG l.'I 
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C U 3 H 
L I N E 
•UHL/' F: 
C J T I ; 
DECRE 
r e r f* 
TC TH 
KYARC r.0A2, s< 
THE E A S T GUAR" 
G T r S A L T L A K E 
ALCr.G- S A I D K< 
G l G . GG " O C T r. •' 
M O PC 
FER 
E A S E 
>RTKE? 
- G Z 'J G 
• : . : Cr E A : D C U * V E 
A: :CLE c r : c D: 
T. : A 7 G G . G G ? i 
• . . w 7 r.G : ' 2 •* : 
A CENTRAL ANG'. 
OF BRICKYARD 
Y L IKE NORTH -
4 ! DEG rEES 32 
ES ?C r iNL'TES 
G ~ :. : . r : r ~ G T
 ; 
E w c i n T C:" :'• r»' 
>JK7 
A x^, D 
:LY 
A; iD 
:GREES i i 
t . . i. m 
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VTHE.V RECORDED. MAIL TO: 
Reed L. Benson 
1981 E. Murray Holladay Rd. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 64117 
3SJ(LMS 
£p*ce Above for Rceordfci.r*U£- I ^ . » 
WARRANTY DEED 
THE JOHN R. HAMPSHIRE FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
cf S a l t Lake C i t y . County of S a l t Lake 
hereby CONVEY *nd WARRANT to 
THE BRICKYARD OFFICE ASSOCIATES 
IS El E. Murray K c l l a c a y Re. 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84117 
of S a l t Lake C i t y , County of 
for the sans of TEN AND 0 0 / 1 0 0 
S a l t Lake 
, rr*i>tar 
, SUU of Utih 
, Sute of Vuh 
- DOULAES, 
the following described tract of Und in S a l t Lake County. State cf UUh. tr--* 
(Brickyard) 
An undivided 4 2*% interest in the property 
described in 
711L ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A" 
WITNESS trie hind cf zzid jrr&r.vcr , t^ iir X ' ^ day c: ' - ^ w -
r^ rr;*-- iz. tr.e presence o: 
J K U ' ^ V 
John R. Ha.T.psn . r e 
G e n e r a l P a r t n e r 
IS Rj 
STATE OF UTAH, 
County of S a l t Lake 
On the f?s<4> day 
personally *ppe*red before me 
rof ^ i j & & * ^ - .1833 
John R. Hampshire 
the eijaer l 'cf'thv&ove initrcmeiit, who duly fcctoowledxed to m« th»t he executed the 
My coa:in!fsioc"«cpi*cs ^.jlZ/TJtL.Zev Re*id:sg in 
biic 
APPROVED FORM — UTAH SECURITIES COKiOSSlON 
EXHIBIT HA" 
:»'<:>»G AT A POINT ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF BRICKYARD ROAD, SAID POINT 
<: : C J " > 53?.ee F E E T A N D W E S T 6&0.21 F E E T F R O P T H E E A S T O U A F T E R 
Z" C" S£C TION 29, TOL'NShIP i SOUTH, RANGE 1 EAST, SALT LAKE TASE AND 
ITIAS, ANr RUNNING THENCE NOR^H 88 DEGREES WEST ALONG SAID NORTHERLY 
I AT BDTCKYARD ROAD 30.50 FEFT TO A POINT OF A 616.8C FOOT RADIUS 
.=. '0 "nE FIGHT, THENCE NCRTHUFSTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURi'E AND 
: k C c > E ^ . Y LINE 242.22 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 16 DEGREES 13 
_ ? r„ SECCN'Db TO A POlfT O r CONFOUND CURVE WITH A 720.00 FOOT 
:.? CL'^'E TO THE RIGHT; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID 
" ' 1 S, :: MC-THEFLY LINE 2D3.6b FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGu.E OF 16 
: : " : : r : - " E S Z? SECONDS TC THE E>VSTERUY L I N E C^ E T C K V F D 
- -. ; j * - L . n : r AL^ 'T S ' l D CO^DO' IMLT POUNDA^v L : * E hO^lh AZ> 
: : - t - : L . T E S EAST -tz.z? F E E T ; T > : > c r SOU^H < I DEGREES 32 " I ^ T E S 
:-z,t„c £ l — 237.56 r l f : IHE^ZZ SCJTH 14 D E G ' L E S 20 fUNuTES UTfT 
: - " L I T , ~-Eh3E SCJTH 75 DEGREES 4C TIN'JTES E^ST ZZ. CC r EET, THENCE 
- - w " : ; : ? 2C r . : k wTE. . ZET : : r . r : T E E T TC T«-Z r c : , - A ' ^ c » : • • : . 
OD 
WHEN RECORDED. MAIL TO 
R£Lfcd_L-. Br . -rc .n 
: = ci E_ "-riAv_hcU&d_ay J>d. _ 
Salt_Lake Cit/. Utah 6<1I7 
( / & ?• ft 
Iff-
3SJ(U1:J WARRANTY DEED 
THE GARY L. KACKAN FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
of S a l t Lake C i t y , County of
 # C a l t Lake 
h e t t ) COVVEY *ad WARRANT to 
T;-E BFId'YARD OFFICE ASSOCIATES 
1981 E. Murray H o l l a d a y Ra. 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84117 
cf S a l t Lake C i t y , Co mty of 
fc- tne sum cf TEN AND 0 0 A 0 C 
S a l t Lake 
, Sut* of I V 
, gnster 
:Ute cf UUr 
IXlUAKS, 
r* fo"-»p^cr oescnbed tnct of lr^i ir S a l t Lake 
Ar u n d - v i c e d 4 2** 
c c s c r ^ b e c _ 
7 ~ — A^TAC-ZD _ J 
Cczz*r, S,u tt cf UL*A t o i 
( b r i c k v a r d 
t e r e s t i n t r e * rc^ert^ 
IT "A" 
\ T - trc htsc of ^XJ- p-sn- th-s ^ c ^ ^ 19 e ; 





 T - - " T- \ 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Cocnt> of S a l t Lake 
On the 
person*!^ «.pp«-ed before me Gar> L. Machan 
the s jracr of the abo»e instrument, who duly acknowledged to me 
u r t ^ '••• 
. 1&82 
tad the 
Mv conm^sioE^eJcpu^i ^ „ ^ £ J I f i 
APPROVED FORM — UTAH SECURITIES COMMISSION 
FOtttt 101 - «>«IUXTT OCX© - o u t ©• , • • • t.«r« »*_ «.,_«_
 w . IM 
EXHIBIT 
EECIhNING AT A POINT ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF BRICKYARD ROADf SAID POINT 
tEI-.o SOUTH 537.GE FEET AND WEST 880.21 FEET FTC: THE EAST CHARTER 
CORKER OF SECTION 29, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 1 EAST, SALT LAKE EASE AND 
f.Er.:DiANr AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 86 DEGREES L'EST ALONG SAID NORTHERLY 
LINE OF BRICKYARD ROAD iO.50 FEET TO A POINT OF A £16.EC FOOT RADIUS 
Z'JZVZ TO THE RIGHT j TKEKCE KORTHUESTERLV ALC:\'G THE ARC OF SAID CURVE ANT 
S T : k'CSTHEr.LY LIKE 242.22 FEET THROUGH A CE'.'TVL Ai.'GLC OF li r:Zr,p.zZ^ 12 
::-."ES 27 SZCOr.DS TO A P02KT OF COf.?CUND CURVE l.'ITH A 72C.C: FOOT 
::.: CJ'VZ TO TKE RIGHT; TKEKCE NCRTK^E'iTERLY >'..(•;.G Tr.E M'.I CF SAID 
:..: /E '^'D SMC- NORTHERLY LINE 2G3.8E FEET THR'UG.-' A CENTRAL A' CLE CF 16 
-ZZO'.ZZZ 13 r.IKUTES 27 SECONDS TO THE EASTZTLY RIYZ OF t-.ICKT'r.2 
: r " / - > ' j r ; THENCE ALO?-'G SAID CONDCMK'I'J' '. ". "' LT ~. x •'5 
: Z : R : : S 4> TINUTES EAST ',£3.52 FEET ; THENCE scuv-. •;• rzczzs ZZ .MLLTEC 
CS SECONDS EAST 237.56 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 14 DEGREES 20 filKUTES WEST 
176.37 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 75 DEGREES 4JQ ftlNUTES EAST 25.00 FEET? THENCE 
SOUTH 14 DEGREES 20 M N U T E S WEST 138.50 FEET TO THZ POINT OF BEGINNING. 
C/i 
Keed L. Benton > V js. ^ Zz 
— 0' ^ _. fc .j ' . 5 E ? 
19S1 B. Kurray Eolladav Pd. £ x ^ j c j t f S £ 2 
S & l t ^ V ' . - C i t v , r t ^ £4,112 Spiet Aboti fe LoscTS's k l ? "^ -
> i i 5 S 
351)0249 WARRANTY DEED 
BUD LEACH , frssfcr 
„ , , , Ca l i forn ia 
oT L&Jolla .Cocntvof , SiaU ef fel, 
hcrebr COirVTY and WAEULKT to 
TF.Z BRICKYARD OFFICE ASSOCIATES 
IS El Z. Korray E o l U d t " ?.d. 
C^It Lake Ci ty , Utah 84117 
c^  S a l t Lake City , Cocarty of s a l t Lake .State of Utah 
fortheraacf TEN' AND 00/100 DOLLAEC. 
t.c IcrJcir^ de^rJ>ec tract cT kind fci g a i t Lake Ccdir, £^ro c£ UtL to*rft; 
(Erichyard) 
Aii undivided 71 i n t c r c - * in 
Jie prcr>erty Described in 
\*J2 ATT*\CI£ED EvCIIEIT "A" 
S.-rr d IT L e p.re*-c nc cf 
0on 
holdinc h i s tower of a t tornev 
dated 2 /3 /63 *" 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Coantyaf s a l t Lake J
 y . ^ / S or S a l t ake J / /*+ / 
Onthe * * W daycf M ^ ^ ^ , „
 8 3 g 
penocxilr rspeirad brTor* XM Reed L. Benaon, who has pover of a t torney *£ 
for Budvbcaehfc/fdated Feb. 3 , 1383 and exp ir ing Sept . 30 , 1P53. 
the tLxtt-xvy $J t£^ abcta n^ftruzMSit, who dtly *ckaowled$«d to xat tbxt- ha expected the ^ 
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CT ON THE NORTHERLY LINE Cr ERICKYAh'D ROAD, SAID PO 
FEET AND k'EST 380.21 FEET FF.CT. THE EAST (UAfcTEfc 
>9, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 1 EAST, SALT I.A^ E BASE 
:i;G THENCE NORTH 68 DEGREES WEST ALONG SAID NORTHEF: 
ADAD 30.50 FEET TO A P0IK7 
I THENCE NOPTHWFSTEFLY ALC 
242.22 FEET THROUGH A CE 
TO A P01MT OF COr.POUSD CI 
r.IGKT? Tr'Z^CE KOi\TH*EETE 
KEF;LY LIKE CCE.SC FEET Ti-
ll 7 S E C O N D S TC T>:Z EAETZ.-.L 
::ur.5 T ^ ! - : I A L O N G S A : C cci^cr.iuu:-; L;:;;..~.T 
<*i Tilf.LTES Z T T ±6Z.Z2 F E E T ; ThSKCZ c'-JV-' 4? 
ct* S E C C ! : T F T ~ : : - . • • • r z r 7 t - • ; : . . : : G :JV,> ; - : - . : . . : : - ; L-C- r 2 : j r c c L I C ~ 
i~t.2? F L : T ; T;:C..CE S L ^ T H 7 L L E V E E S <c r;:;:LT:c EAST 2 5 . C G FEET? TKZK 
SOUTH IA DEGREES 2D r.IKUTES WEST US.SO FEET TO 7KZ F0IK" OF EEGINHIN 
- TK" 
.'T EI 
r A c l d . E L FOOT RADIUS 
TI:E A:.C or SAID CUKVE 
r:;.L AJ;GLE cr i * DEGREES 
E T I T h A 72C.DC FOOT 
r ALCJ;G THE >-.r>c OF S A I D 
. : , i. CE«."T;., L A; G^E c r 
L I ? : c r t.r.ic.i^A.'L' 
K : «-:•:F.TH <S 
IKT 






m ^ ^ n ^ - i ^ ** . 
'.AT: TITLE w tEftzZzTSo ~>5 
KiS tex tsLst * * * * * *- Ecneoc Adirr- _ _ 
l ^ c * L. H^rrcr Hollfcds> r i . t 5 & . t L.\n2 C i t y , Ut*h e4117 
E-ICP'/JL c m c t A£SCriATLS, a Utah L i f t e d ' a r t n e r t : ^ truster 
c' Salt La^e Citr , Cwxrtycf $ e i c ^ y t , £ x U «£ Uu>U ^ £ 7 
COK\X. . E=d v^AI2A^T * L ^ ^
 T I T L E ^ Airrwcr c3K?*jry. Trust** 
cf Salt L&xut City, County cf Salt Lake, State cf Utah for the asr cf 
T22, AKD ..0/100 . DOLi-^ES, 
(and other good and valuable consideration) 
Us fcScnr-r described tr*e* cf It&d it Salt ^ r » Cc^rrrr, 
State cf Uuh 
(See £ttaccad Lx~».bit "A*, for legal descript ion, attacnec L^etc cc 
b* r Mc **cfere^ce cvfe a part hereof ) 
> y 
t- \ ., yv«». 
: • / Sz = s^gr 
I!"" § ± * 
/ Ftrt-e 
i G*.rv L *1IC"JL2 Jaz—.v ^Is i tec Z^irtnership r.-* 
en 
^ L *IIC"JL2 Jaz .v ^Is i tec ^rt&ership 
l b * Generc l^ Partner \ 
STATZOFLT^E. "J \ 
Cc-crty cf ^ : Lake 
Oatfce <Ujof . A . D . 1* 
pvrscsslly appeared btfc-« ts« Gary L. Machao, vno being by ae dulT i w m , iayi that be la 
tee pcmeral partner of Tt t Gary L Kachan Facily» Limited Parte.-"* Hip, vaich i s the General 
Fart er of B^ ICXTARD OFFICE AS$0CTAIXS, a Utah Limited Partnership end i e the partnership 
thaw executed the above and foregoing instruaent, and that said inntrxa^nt ves signed in 
behalf cf s . i J partnership b» authority of i t t b^-l«vs and DarrraTJSlo arretaect end aai^ 
a l ^ ^ j : Garr L. Hachan ^cD<rvi«d^tir tC. we that *aid partnerthip ezecrta/ the *e*e. 
•.
o
". ^  -
;
. * ''£r\ /? '9 
\ T o.. J ^ " ^ I ,^-tV ,,;•/. ,-r^ c^ 
K,- e=rr?,:ni,-.,. «mL— ^ _ l £ ^ b l C I>t.'-.-: t j ^ ' 
EXHIBIT MA" 
f EC-
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.IN'E OF EPIC^Y 
FEET FRO.". TH 
RANGE i EAST 
:s i z z : A 
O I N T OF A 61 
A L O N G T H E A 
A C E K T R A L AT 
f) C'JRVE W I T H 
E S T E R L Y A L C * 
T T H R O U G H A 
T E R L Y L I N E C 
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-c ; N * r t C I f." 
o 
*0 
• - .« , - •• ; - . r :>£ - <COr.POP.ATT rOTJ-i, >"' —-*"i 
s a l t - i ^ e Ci ty *-'ta- r4117 r • . . ^ _ /V• *7 
* " I T A H T m i A N I J ABSTRACT CCWPANT. T r w * . t cerTcnuoc o £mited 'usd erirtr^ 
-- .: '- *J-rr L-wi cf tr-r S-:e cf L'tih with VJ T-LT :*j :ff.^ tt 5^'t U i * C:ty. cf Courty c^  
S*i: LL*« ?ute c! Luh, rv.tor. b*jrby CONVEYS A . O V-A;-.;-.-.. T? L ^ ^ U *^ ^ _ T - T ^ 
try, t^rsu^r. rr ur:r" .: tc 
"I ~"" F-c 
c , i c / . -.i .i~ C i t y , wter 
io: the *;-n of TEN DOLLAP.S and other pcod a/*d v*Juah!e ccn*id*ntiunf 





C 5 : ; 
Tr.« cf:,.:>r? v r. • ."•• tr.. - ri-*-^ rr*r*\ n".:. th..! *J o - - ; :.rj th'- trrr.^rr rrTrTfgr.tcd 
". £•* 
Alfred ^ - ^ / V V ! : E Frjgccg^ 
CT. the - C-v <' !•' t r ^ e : . '.' ' - . j> "-T..*^ r^^jT-d ir-'>r^ srs? 
ALFRET J . SEW VAN . »ho b*:n£ by r*- culy FTrorn, d*c »*y c u t be 
* th? v : . : i PRESIDENT of UTAH TTTLi; ASD .ABSTR.ACT COMPANY, 
Tmrt«. t corpcr^uoci. and that M>C inrtruricr/. vac sip-.ed in ^h^JJ of »rid corporatiss-bv 
authonty of i*u by-law? for by a rworutjon of its botrc cf dirtctcr* i and aaid • *?; - '.. , 
.LFRET J . NEWMAN acbx*ri«ire tr me thst sai^ corroritkri 
Nour>* Pishlic \ M^ 
My Ccoxniuion Ex~.n«: J u n e "•Ji Rfr^ing at:
 S f c l t ^xc City. Ctah -, 
neoitad the nrrf / / / _ / J ^ £ 
... > ^ l 4 ^ 
C?\K TITLE AJI Accrue? CCXP/JT 
Ta 
O E G 
ot; 
At-' 
T w ' 
r:* 





'. r.T A F C 
:TH S37.E 
" SECTION 
, AND fcUK 
-^  ICKYAFO 
THE RICH 
"•IF:LY LI 
:•? S E C O N D 
.•••vt: T C : 
I 2 M I ; *J 71 
:unj T H E * 
»t f.INUTE 
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CT:THEFLT LIKE CF r r ! C'T ARC SCAD, S 
- ~ T e c c . n FEET rr.cr. THE EA:T CJV. 
P 1 S O U T H , f i r . v G E I E . ' C T f L'.'L? LAKE 
K C M H ee DECREES L E E * ALON: C M O N 
F E E T TO A P O I N T OF A l l l . t Z FOOT F. 
R T K w r S T r R L Y A L C N G T H E AfcC 0 ^ S A I D 
E T T M f c O U n * A C E N T R A L A N C L E CF 1 6 C 
•:D CU ' * l 'E L ' l T K A 7 : * C . C 0 F 
*' L ~ T E '. L Y .* '„ ? * ' E T *• • E A c. C C 
• ' cr*:vr.L f • * 
.*.
r
.Y L I N E *C 
A I D E B T E E ? : 
or cor.f-s 
,CE NCr. ' 
i c z . s ' - FEET -
TC THE ErtSTE? 
D CONL/OfMN'lUF. ! CL* 
F E E T ; THZUCZ SO 
f .SC VZ 
TEK 
r / \CE 
:? TKEf . 
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 b f I F. !  L-.;,,'.•. Y L i N ^ * i r. i n < 
i? F E E T ; T Z Z SOUTH < I DECREES 2T 
THENCE SOUTH U D E C E E b ?0 ft!NJ7EE 
PFCfcEES <0 P.IKUTES LAST ? 5 . 0 C FEET, 
LE.T J 3 E . L C r E E T TC T l:~ PC I NT CF TEE 





AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
QL 
BRICKYARD OFFICE ASSOCIATES 
This Agreement of L imited Partnership (the "Agreement") is made and 
entered into this ttf* day of September, 1933, by and between the John R. 
Hampshire Family L imi ted Partnership, a Utah Limited Partnership? and the Gcry 
L. Mcchan Family L imi ted Partnership, a Utch L imi ted Partnership (collectively 
the "General Partner"), and Bud Leach (the "Limited Partner"), 
PART 1 
BASIC ORGANIZATION OF PARTNERSHIP 
x 
' • ' Formation. The General Partner end the L imi ted Partner (herein 
collectively referred to as the "Partners") hereby form a l imited partners nip (the 
"Partnership") pursuant to the provisions of the Utch Uniform L imi ted Partnership 
Act , which law shall govern the rights and obligations of the parties hereto., except 
as may be set for th elsewhere herein to the cor.trcry. The Partners or their duly 
appointee attorneys-in-fact shell promptly execute all certif icates end other 
aocurnents, make all necessary filings or recordings thereof, and perform all other 
ccts ne cess cry to comply with the requirements for the formation and operation of 
a Urcuved partnership under the Utah Uni form L imi ied Partnership Act and the laws 
of cny other state or local government ^ j u r i s d i c t i o n in which the Partnership may 
do bjsiness. 
1.2 Njcme. Try* nar\e of the Partnership shall be BRICKYARD O r r i C E 
ASSOCIATES; ?rov\6td that the Partnership may GO business tpder such other 
name or nc^es as the Genera! Partner selects f rom time to t ime. 
L3 Definitions. As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have 
the meanings as set fo r th : 
(a)- "A f f i l i a te of the General Partner" means: 
(i) A spouse, ancestor or descendent of either Gary L. Machan 
•or John Hampshire. 
(ii) A partnership, corporation, trust or other ent i ty more than 
ten percent (10%) of the interest in which is owned by Gary 
L. Machan and/or John Hampshire and/or any person or 
persons described in subsection (i) above. 
(b) "Agreement" means this Agreement of L imi ted Partnership, as 
amended, modif ied or supplemented from t ime to t ime. 
GENERAL PARTNER 
John R. Hampshire Family Limited 




Its General Partner 
1981 East iViurray-Holloday Road 
Salt Lake Ci ty , Utah 84117 
Gary L. Mcchan Family Limited Partner-
ship, a Utah Limited Partnership 
*s\ A T\ \ 
Its Ge'neral Partner^ 
1981 East Murray-Kollcday Road 
Salt Lake "City, Ulch 8$ 117 
LIMITEDPARTNER 
BUD LEACH, ^ riuwJ L. 2cr.sc.-r 
8554 El Paseo Grande 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
EXHIBIT A 
Beginning at c point on the Northerly line of Brickyard Road, said point being South 
537.S3 feet and West 380.21 feet from the East quarter corner of Section 29, 
Township 1 South, Range I East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and running thence 
North S3o West along said Northerly line of Brickyard Road 30.50 feet to a point of 
a oio.SO foot radius curve to the right; thence Northwesterly along the arc of said 
curve and said Northerly line 242.22 feet Ihrough a central angle of l6oI3r27" to a 
point of compound curve with a 720;00 foot radius curve to the right,; thence 
Northwesterly along the arc of said 'curve and said Northerly line 203.88 feet 
through a central angle of 16ol3T27" to the Easterly line of the Brickycrd 
Condominium; thence along said condominium boundary line North hSokS1 East 
463.52 feet; thence South 4lo32,05" East 237.56 feet; thence South lAo20f West 
176.37'feet; thence South 75040* East 25.00 feet; thence South I4o20' West 138.50 
feet to the point of beginning. 
Contains 140,096.9 square feet or 3.216 acres.' 
STATE OF UTAH ) . . 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) ** 
t. THE UNDERSIGNED, CLERK OF THE DISTRICT 
COURT Of SALT L*Sr CCi'VT.1. UTAH, DC HERESY 
CERTIFY THAT THE ^ v . ^ r r ; o!-0 FO-.EGGING IS 
A TRUE AND FULL CJ~~. J? ^ Cs;O^O.L QQCl> 
MENT ON FILE IN U\f Zrr\£l .sS S'JCH CLf-ntt. 
WITNESS UY HAND Ki2t'±L\l £ f SAiD COURt 
THIS l^L CAY Zr A ^ ' M ^ < 19 J&S 
H. DIKON HiNDLEY, C L E R K ^ ^
 n 
BY - ^ - V ^ ' '-• ~LA / C~Fv<TV 
22 
